
At times when the economic progress was assessed

by quantitative indicator to latest scenario of sustainable

development, the core of economic progress is human

welfare and normative aspect has always been

considered important. To ensure the welfare of all is not

only duty of government but it is duty of all members of

society/ nation also. Social welfare function is difficult to

construct and in the process of social choice making all

conditions are not fulfilled (Samuelson-Bergson, K.J.

Arrow). Therefore, provision of aggregate social welfare

(economic and non-economic) in macro sense is a difficult

task. One way or solution is to explore the micro

foundations of human welfare i.e., if every individual or

most of the individuals can think and act for the benefit/

welfare of other needy member of society through

sacrifice in the spirit of Indian thoughts (satisfaction is

derived from giving) then such micro foundations can

provide a meaningful aggregate welfare of the society.

The present paper is divided into three sections: Section

(I) provides elements and discussion about micro

foundations of human behaviour on the foundations of

‘Bhagwadgeeta’. Section (II) discusses the Indian

economic thoughts from ancient to modern times which

endorse the suggested behaviour as given in section (I).

Implication is that from Bhagwadgeeta to literature of

Indian economic thought all have suggested the economic

behaviour of a rational man should not be to maximize

only its own utility/ satisfaction rather satisfaction should

also be derived by kindness/ helping attitude in thoughts

and deeds. In the last, section (III) concludes the

discussion.
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Section (I):

The contributions of economics of welfare are macro

in their approach. The issue of welfare revolves around

an increase in aggregate production and its equitable

distribution to improve standard of living of all the society.

From old welfare economics of Pigou (which considered

only economic welfare) to Pareto, Arrow, Rawls and A.K.

Sen, this normative approach was developed to

incorporate aspects through which the social welfare /

human welfare should be judged. Sustainable development

is the way of development, world over, now-a-days. This

concept of Sustainable Development includes goals of

social, economic and environmental components. Since

efficiency doesn’t ensure equity always, therefore, to

address goals of these components and ensure needs of

poor, inter and intra generational equity, a broad policy

based upon human welfare of present and future

generations is the need of present times. Contributions

to welfare economics are macro in approach where

objective is to ensure efficiency in productions, factor

allocation and distribution to increase human welfare.

Welfare incorporates both life and livelihood.

Welfare, peace and happiness can be secured through

choice/ decisions which are translated into work and the

accomplisher of work is an individual. Here, man

(individual) as micro order can play a key role in providing

to provide a micro approach to human welfare. Here,

choice / decision and accordingly work provides the device

to ensure human welfare.

An individual (producer/consumer/ entrepreneur

etc.) as a micro unit doing its job makes choice takes

decisions having implications for society at large. The
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parameters of micro order are the self (soul), and variety

of instrument of activity contained in the body (e.g. organs

of action, organs of perception called senses and mind,

intelligence and ego). Action organs and the senses are

called external instruments of activity and the other three

entities are known as internal instruments of activity (or

the inner self). The internal instruments provide force

for working of external instruments of activity. An

individual uses inputs provided by self, instruments of

activity endowed by nature and knowledge given by the

outer scenario. Here, the most important is decision of

individual. Decision of individual as micro unit depends

upon many variables. Here, the crucial task / challenge

and desired is how micro unit (individual) can generate

insight to take decisions away from only selfish motive in

favour of larger human welfare. There is need to change

of perception from selfish to both selfish and selfless,

meeting ultimate means with ultimate ends (using natural

resources, natural values and entities etc. to get ultimate

goal of human welfare in terms of equity, satisfying needs

of poor, environmental protection etc. (an approach given

by Herman Daly of Ecological Economics) in place of

Standard Economics Approach of meeting intermediate

means to intermediate ends (purely materialistic).

Individual’s life so also livelihood both are in tune

with absolute nature of economic scarcity. That is why

human psychology is involved before, during and

completion of any thought and / or action. The utility

attained with budget constraints is sometimes very less

in comparison to psysic cost of chronic economic scarcity.

The feeling of smallness or lack of available means

(paucity) continuously hampers individual with economic

scarcity throughout. No doubt, these realities give rise to

maximization of own self only from the choice / decisions

and actions (work). The concept of welfare is indicative

of the well-being as of health, happiness and prosperity.

This is welfare in broader sense. The existence of

individuals as a living being comprises their outer-being

which is body and inner-being which is soul. The soul is

everlasting and omniscient entity, body is indicative of

various instruments of activity. Each instrument perform

its functions for meaningful activity. Soul has relations of

concern with the body and animates (governs) all

activities/actions. Here micro order is self governing and

self regulating.

The nature of micro order is composed of the body

and the soul. The soul is beyond change and free from

flaws. Soul is place of consciousness having power to

make or withdraw any relation of concern setup by itself

with the body. But soul lacks power to act and body has

this power but body lacks power to setup or undo relation

with soul. The relation of soul and body has implications

of immense significance. Choice / decisions and actions

of the body are animated by soul (self) in the form of life

energy, knowledge, consciousness and perception. Self

also provides insight and foresight through intelligence

and it affects decision making in shape of selfish and

unselfish motives. This is the thing which is needed to be

developed in individuals either through motivations or

through self learning and practice to shape the inner self

to guide activities towards the fulfillment of selfless goals

along with self interests. Decision making / choice by

micro order (individual) comes from a synthesis and

synergy effect of these factors. So motivation or self

practice is important to guide decisions for a larger

perspective and goal of human welfare. Through this

decision making by micro order (individual), approach to

macro order human welfare can be made. Decisions with

spirit of sacrifice and selfless service without disregarding

one’s own, integrates cause of life and livelihood for

oneself and others.

Choice/Decision and Action (work):

In pure economics theory of consumer behavior,

choice /decision is done to maximize utility. Utility is like

ability and like ability is a consequence of attachment.

So, gain in utility is proportional to intensity of attachment

but the attachment to economic good /services and

perishables provide short live satisfaction. Such perception

and desire of utility is driven by self interest/self will.

Choice /decision is a function of economic variables

(income, wealth, assets, prices, etc.), non economic

variables (social, culture, festivals, custom, practices,

trends, etc.) and selfless variable (kindness, ethics,

generosity, love and care for nature, sacrifice, help,

religious, thinking, helping, attitude, respect for women,

etc.).

The economic and non economic variables

determine the choice and decision to fulfill self interest

that is maximization of own utility (A normal consumer

behavior in economic theory) but selfless variables

determine the choice /decision to fulfill selfless desires.

So, in functional form we have two function :

– Choice/decision = f(economic and non economic

variables ) [1]

The objective of [1] is to maximize own self interest
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and

– Choice/ decision = f ( selfless variables )         [2]

The objective of [2] is maximizing utility or welfare

of other (selfless desires ).

So, as a practical approach both function 1 and 2

should be considered but an effort which moves a bit

from 1 in favour of 2 has larger effect on increase in

human welfare.

Theory of Wantlessness (Prof. J.K. Mehta)

suggests to control 1 which can transfer beneficial effects

to 2. Our Indian Mythology signifies that actual

satisfaction/ utility is obtained by sacrificing (giving

attitude). So, our utility increases when we help other,

sacrifice for others. When we do for others and find

them happy, are happiness/ utilities is maximized.

Here one point is worth noticing. Neo-classical

economics (standard economics) founded by Alfred

Marshall at Cambridge, in the consumer behavior theory

of marginal utility and all subsequent theories, the objective

is utility maximization (self interest) by consuming basket

of goods. But Indian Mythology suggests that one can

attain utility maximization by ‘giving attitude’(sacrifice

for other ).

Here, the role of enlightenment is important which

can be achieved by education of Indian Economic Thinking

of ancient times and a belief system of Sarve Bhavantu

Sukhinah  (losZ Hkoarq lqf[ku%). It may be said that all this is

theoretical and not practical. But make a dent, an effort

to establish a feel and thought sacrificing a bit of self

interest for the sake of others and not maximizing eqn 1

only. Think for maximizing eqn 2 by changing perception

and feeling satisfaction of giving , ‘sacrificing’.

There is need to motivate, educate, to make

understand the people the satisfaction of ‘giving’

(sacrifice) to do for other. For this, all the components of

economy, society, governance theories and political

economy are required to accomplish this task.

Section (II):

Vision of Indian Economics Thoughts : Welfare

Behaviour Ancient Economics Thoughts : Some of The

main element of ancient thoughts are :

– Money / wealth was considered important but it

is not everything. It is only means not the end or ultimate.

From ancient thoughts to Gandhi ji to Mehta, the vision

was sacrifice to help others not to maximise self interest.

To store wealth for own self is not good. It should be

earned & stored for the benefit of others also.

– Permanent ideal is sacrifice, not consumption/

luxury. No saint or seer considered indulgence in

materialism as a goal of life. From quotes / mantras of

upnishad to saying of saints and seers, limiting the needs

and sacrificeful consumption ( R;kxiw.kZ Hkksxus dk fl)kar )

has been the principle of Indian traditions and thoughts.

– Exploitation and economic inequalities were

considered bad. Kindness, helping attitude, sacrifice for

other have been Examples of Dadheechi, Harishchandra,

Karna, Manu, Yagyvalkya, Ashok, Harsh etc., are

examples. According to Kautilya and Brahaspati it is the

duty of king to take care of needs of poor and protect

them from exploitation ( a welfare approach ).

– Indian economic thoughts have been different

from world because its approach is spiritual and ethical,

not materialistic.

– Holistic behaviour in economic activities is

important. In production, distribution and exchange etc.

one should be just, kind hearted and honest.

– Brahaspati is considered as first scholar of

economics. In his creation “Barhaspati Arthshastra” it is

mentioned that one should earn wealth. Wealth has

benefits. In the first chapter he writes,” Wealth is good

but its use should be appropriate. One should help others

from wealth.

– Sukracharya also emphasized importance of

money /wealth and said that one should do efforts to

earn money/ wealth.

– Kautilya in his “Arthshastra” has given various

methods and various objectives of acquiring wealth.

Acquisition of wealth is always beneficial if it is acquired

for the sake of family and for giving away (charity).

Accumulation of wealth by a country protects against

famines and other problems.

– On his views on social welfare, Kautilya believed

that it is prime duty of the state to provide charitable

institutions and poor houses for poor, unemployed, weak

and aged people. Kautilya was well aware of importance

of social welfare and social security.

– Thiruvalluvar is considered as welfare

economists. His economic ideas have moral basis with

normative background of ethics. He considers poverty

as evil. It is the root cause of many problems and it should

be eradicated. Wealth is only means not the end. In his

vision of good welfare state, good health of people,

security, good employment, prosperity is included.

– Dharm, Arth and Kama are pursued for

achievement of Moksha.
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– The Indian Sages and seers attached importance

to Arth with a sense of purpose. Accumulation of wealth

was considered only for fulfillment of Dharma. Any

excess of it drifts away a man from achieving Moksha.

– Ancient philosophy and economics suggests

people not to be greedy, materialistic and selfish.

– Economics was considered by Greeks as science

and art of household management only. They never

considered the broad universal outlook, whereas, nearly

all ancient writers have emphasized the interdependence

of ethics, politics and economics.

–  In Indian thoughts survival of the fittest in terms

of material goods and self interest is not good. There

should be obligation of the society and equal opportunity

of people.

– Arth or material prosperity or wealth is a means

for the achievement of salvation. From view point of

country, it means stable and smooth maintenance of social

structure which can provide means and opportunities for

decent life.

– Wealth was not considered apart from the

demand of ethics. In the event of conflict between

economics and politics, the former was not to be given

any heed and the Dharmashastra or ethics dominated.

– Social and economic life in India was governed

by moral and religious sanctions. Economics was

influenced by the religion, social and economic ideas and

system of education embodied in them.

– The nature and purpose of material wealth was

necessarily correlated with wants and welfare.

Economic Thoughts in Medieval India:

Medieval period ideas were more related to social

life. Somedev Soori in his famous creation

‘Neetivaakyamrit’, stated the importance of Earth and

Wealth but it should not be collected or stored by

exploiting others. Charities and help from accumulated

money is good.

Modern Indian Economic Thoughts:

– Raja Ram Mohan Roy, was a social and

economic reformer. He was in favour of protection of

consumer rights and advocated competition rather than

monopoly (He insisted against monopoly of salt).

– Shashipad Banerjee, was the first thinker who

supported welfare of labours, their rights, union and legal

protection.

– Dadabhai Naoroji, was warried about poverty

of Indian and discussed Drain Theory.

– Mahadev Govind Ranade criticized; Adam Smith,

Ricardo, Malthus, Mill for unrealistic assumptions of

absolutism as they can be applied only to static economics.

According to him, in the determination of economic

conditions. Indian institutions for example, families are

more important than single man. He was in favour of a

planned economy for India with objective of welfare state

and a national economy with the idea, that state should

not be neutral for society.

– In his famous book, ‘Economic history of India’,

R.C. Dutt suggested several measures to remove

poverty. All the measures have welfare outlook. Revival

of cottage industry was thought essential for removing

unemployment.

Gandhian Economic Thoughts:

Gandhi ji believed in the principle of ‘Simple living

and high thinking’. In Gandhian thoughts greater

importance was given to spiritual and moral values rather

than material values. To him man and life are more

important than money. In ‘Trusteeship Doctrine’, he

advocated the spirit of non possession. One who had

accumulated money is entitled to only that part of it which

is necessary for decent living. The rest belongs to entire

community. Rich, therefore, should consider themselves

as the trustees. The fundamental is that people with

resources should also care for others. His idea of

‘Sarvodaya’ includes all round development of the

individual, community and the country. The ‘Sarvodaya’

theory is based upon enlightened individualism. The good

of the individual lies in the good of all. Sarvodaya is not a

philosophy that considers maximization of material well-

being as the only means of social progress rather it is for

overall well- being of all. Gandhi ji has written that true

economics is for welfare of all. Consumption is not the

objective of economic activity. Luxury has no place in

economics ‘Eat to live and don’t live to eat’. Simple living

and high thinking, minimization of needs and objective is

sacrifice and help and not only looking for self interest.

He believed that use of money /wealth should be for

social welfare. His ideology is moral and normative. As

Adam Smith said, man is governed by self interest but

Gandhi ji believed that behaviour and act of a man can

be changed in favour of welfare of society.

– As a follower of Gandhi ji, Acharya Vinoba

Bhave extended his idea of ‘Sarvodaya’. His ‘Bhoodan

and Gramdan’ movement has the philosophy that resource
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owners should sacrifice voluntarily for landless /

resourceless people. Sacrifice and donate to help others

is the idea.

– Prof. J.K Mehta in his ‘Theory of wantlessness’

emphasized that rationale behavior is to obtain perfect

happiness by liberating the soul from the bondage of

wants. Since all wants can not be satisfied permanently,

pain can not also be minimized to zero. Again during the

process of satisfying wants some new wants are created

and thus the final end of maximising utility continuously

leads to increase in pain which all of us want to minimize.

Needs should be satisfied for everyone but one should

abstain itself from lust/attachment for desires/ wishes.

Section (III):

Conclusion:

From ancient times, Indian Economic Thoughts have

broader outlook and vision for welfare for all. It is irony

that since the times of classical founder Adam Smith,

Literature of Economics was dominated by western

academicians and besides having rich legacy of art,

culture, philosophy and economic ideas, Indian thoughts

did not come up due to low importance assigned by

foreign academician and ignorance due to

underdevelopment and colonial rule in India. It is generally

believed that development of economic thoughts was a

contribution of western world. But ancient literature, the

epic, the Vedas and upnishads all have oceans of

economic, spiritual and philosophical ideas with broader

outlook and welfare approach, for hundreds of years

before the generation of western economic thoughts.

This is the broader and ultimate objective of

humanity to achieve the macro human welfare from the

approach of micro order effort (individuals of society. It

looks hard. A superman is needed to convince all and

provide the desired result. But no Superman can come.

The important fact is to educate/aware convince people

that besides their self interest if they think and contribute

for larger human welfare then it is good. It requires to

make an atmosphere with mission and ease to explain

that our Indian Mythological thoughts have this objectives.

No doubt, it requires an effort from all sides from all

people who are stakeholders of society, i.e. individuals,

educationists, intellectuals, employees of all sectors, policy

makers and responsible dignitaries of political economy.
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